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Peanut Dig

Thrasher

Coca Cola

Cherokee Rose

Peach Hop

Hunt

Bowling

Picking

Georgia leads the
nation in peanut
crops. Let’s dig for
some!

Georgia

Adventures
Online

Sensory
Time

The thrashers
have gone
missing! Can you
help find them?

Georgia

Join Barry the bald
Aquarium
eagle & Georgie
the brown thrasher Explore this
as we learn about attraction filled
with exhibits and
the Peach State.
shows.

Only in

Bird Feeder

Georgia

Fun

This is a great way
to explore
Georgia’s famous
red clay.

Even birds love a
good healthy
snack. The brown
thrasher will not be
able to resist!

Enjoy this historic
twist on a classic
game inspired by
The Coca Cola
Factory.

World of Coca
Cola Museum

The beautiful
Cherokee Rose is
Georgia’s state
flower. Let’s pick
some!

Fernbank

Georgia Facts

Museum Tour Enjoy this fun video

Learn about the
history of CocaCola in this virtual
tour.

A wide array of
exhibitions & new
discoveries is on
this museum visit.

Sand Fun

Peach

A trip to the beach
is fun for all ages.

Celebrate one of
Georgia’s most
infamous crops in
this fun game.

Smoothie
Peaches are such
a refreshing and
tasty snack!

exploring all the
facts about Georgia.

Mud Painting
Nature provides
many opportunities
to create a
masterpiece.

Who was
Martin

Story Time

Luther King,
Jr?
Learn about one of
the most influential
activists born right
here in Georgia.

Arts and
Creativity

Birds

Roller Coaster

Maisy Goes to

A little girl sees
Wheeeee!!! It’s
the Museum
birds of all shapes, time to enjoy some
There’s always
sizes, and colors.
rides!
something new (or
Can she find the
old) to see at a
brown thrasher?
museum.

Atlanta

The Brown

Skyline

Thrasher

Flag

Flower

Enjoy this fun craft
creating the
Georgia state bird!

Stars and stripes,
red, white &
blue…a symbol of
the great state of
Georgia.

Roses are red,
some flowers are
white. Flowers are
always so
beautiful & bright!

Show us why
Georgia is called
the Empire State
of the South!

Georgia State Cherokee Rose

The Last Peach
There’s only one
peach left! Who will
get to eat it?

All About
Georgia
Create a
masterpiece about
your hometown in
Georgia.

